msi p55-cd53 oc genie

Fix memory size just show MB but system insert MB - Fix DDR show mistake to after clear CMOS. - Support Clarkdale
OC Genie. - Improve .Hello, I'm using a MSi PSD50 motherboard, it has an oc genie chip to the PCD53, I wonder if I
could use the CD53's BIOS somehow.OC Genie (now OC Genie II on newer boards) is a fixture on certain MSI
motherboards. It is a simple and automatic way to overclock your PC's.We give the $ MSI PCD53 a good hard look to
answer that question. Using the OC Genie alone I reached a very stable GHz.Hello Guys! Im goin to buy a MSI board,
A cheap 1, MSI P55 CD53, so i was wondering if oc Genie change the voltage. My Procesor will be a i5.I have been
playing around with the OC Genie to automatically overclock my MSI PGD65 motherboard with a ik cpu. With it, my
cpu.OC Genie MSI's OC Genie combines push-button and dedicated overclocking processor to offer easy and quick
overclocking. Just push the OC Genie button.With the latest version of the BIOS, endusers with a MSI P55 mainboard
series can upgrade their OC Genie at no extra cost to enjoy improved computing.As such the MSI PCD53 motherboard
is a value board with costs of around but the combination of the OC Genie and gradual overclocking using the +.MSI
PCD53 LGA Core i5/i7 Motherboard. MSI 2. Overclock 4 core B- clock & Ratio by OC Genie 3. Turbo Boost only
overclock a little Ratio.I just got a MSI PCD53 motherboard with an i and can't I've never used my oc genie button, but
from what I can see, off the bat.Hello. I have had the i7 for 2 months now, and all the time, I have been using msi's auto
overclock, OC genie. I have the pcd53 MB with.Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for MSI LGA Intel
P55 ATX know much about OC'ing or are lazy, then the OC genie should do just fine.Here's my setup: I used the OC
GENIE to overclock my new box while 2) MSI PGD65 Intel i5 i7 P55 Motherboard, with the new.MSI PCD53
DRIVER - The stored data does not only have backup and upgrade OC Genie simplifies it all into msi pcd53 button
press.MSI PCD53 Motherboard Review @ Hi Tech Legion and other reviews from The MSI PCD53 incorporates the
revolutionary OC Genie.Description: Features: OC Genie with Super Unlock -DrMOS -APS - Active Phase Switching
Specification: CPU Supports Intel i5 / i7 based processors in .Overview. OC Genie with Super Unlock. Push to
overclock in 1 second. MSI's original invention, a fully automatic, smart overclocking chip. It will automatically.
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